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Abstract: In order to build an active distribution system with multi virtual power plants (VPP),
a decentralized two-stage stochastic dispatching model based on synchronous alternating direction
multiplier method (SADMM) was proposed in this paper. Through the integration of distributed
energy and large-scale electric vehicles (EV) in the distribution network by VPP group, coordinative
complementarity, and global optimization were realized. On the premise of energy autonomy
management of active distribution network (AND) and VPP, after ensuring the privacy of
stakeholders, the power of tie-line was taken as decoupling variable based on SADMM. Furthermore,
without the participation of central coordinators, the optimization models of VPPs and distribution
networks were decoupled to achieve fully decentralized optimization. Aiming at minimizing
their own operating costs, the VPPs aggregate distributed energy and large-scale EVs within their
jurisdiction to interact with the upper distribution network. On the premise of keeping operation
safe, the upper distribution network formulated the energy interaction plan with each VPP, and then,
the global energy optimization management of the entire distribution system and the decentralized
autonomy of each VPP were achieved. In order to improve the stochastic uncertainty of distributed
renewable energy output, a two-stage stochastic optimization method including pre-scheduling stage
and rescheduling stage was adopted. The pre-scheduling stage was used to arrange charging and
discharging plans of EV agents and output plans of micro gas turbines. The rescheduling stage was
used to adjust the spare resources of micro gas turbines to deal with the uncertainty of distributed
wind and light. An example of active distribution system with multi-VPPs was constructed by using
the improved IEEE 33-bus system, then the validity of the model was verified.

Keywords: active distribution system; virtual power plant; stochastic optimization; decentralized
and collaborative optimization

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The clean transformation of energy brings great challenges to traditional power dispatching.
In recent years, in order to relieve the pressure of energy shortage and environmental deterioration,
many countries have accelerated the development of distributed energy resources (DER) and electric
vehicles (EV) and other active loads. In the future, active distribution network (ADN) will be an
important form of intelligent distribution network, which manages power flow through flexible
network topology and can actively control and manage the local DER. However, many kinds of
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distributed new energy have randomness and volatility, and the strong uncertainty of its output brings
challenges to the economic operation of power grid.

Besides, large-scale EVs access to the grid will generate a new round of load growth, which will
aggravate the peak–valley load difference of the grid, and as a kind of mobile load, it will increase the
difficulty of grid operation control. VPP provides a new solution for the above problems. VPP does not
change the way of interconnecting all kinds of distributed energy, but aggregates all kinds of distributed
energy and EV groups through advanced coordinated control technology, intelligent measurement
technology, and communication technology. Coordinated and optimized operation is achieved through
coordinated control on the upper level, so as to promote rational and optimal allocation and utilization
of resources [1]. With the help of VPP aggregated EV and distributed renewable energy, the coordinated
and optimized scheduling of large-scale EV and distributed renewable energy is carried out by utilizing
the characteristics of distributed energy storage unit of power battery devices in EVs. This can
effectively alleviate the adverse effects on the power grid caused by the disordered charging and
discharging of EVs and the uncertainty of distributed renewable energy output.

1.2. Literature Survey

There are mainly three modeling methods for the uncertainty of distributed new energy output:
stochastic programming, scenario method and robust optimization. Wang et al. [2] proposed a rolling
scheduling model based on chance constrained programming to reduce the impact of the stochasticity
of new energy output. Considering the maximum and minimum limit scenarios of new energy output,
a two-stage scheduling model based on the limit scenario set is proposed [3]. Furthermore, Qiu et al.
proposed a two-stage robust scheduling model for AC/DC hybrid microgrids [4].

Currently at home and abroad, there are many studies on the economic dispatch of single ADN,
VPP, and EV groups. In the aspect of ADN scheduling, the second-order cone programming (SOCP)
convex relaxation technique was proposed [5], which laid an important theoretical foundation for the
global optimization of optimal power flow in distribution network. On the basis of [5], Liu et al. [6]
studied the multi-period economic dispatch problem of active and reactive power coordination in
ADN. Also, Li et al. [7] established a convex optimization model of SOCP for distribution network
with high proportion photovoltaic. In [8], the OPF problem in AC/DC grids was studied to address
the non-convexity problem. In the aspect of VPP scheduling, Dong et al. [9] studied the cooperative
game strategy between VPP and distribution companies in the market environment. Pandzic et al. [10]
considered the uncertainties of market price and distributed new energy output, then the medium-term
dispatching model of VPP was established. In the aspect of EVs’ participation in scheduling,
Zhuang et al. [11] established the economic scheduling model of micro-grid under the condition of EV
charging and discharging mode. Zhang et al. [12] took EV quantity as charge and discharge power
constraint, and an economic scheduling model was established. Furthermore, clustering according to
the characteristics of EV itself, Huang and Yang et al. participated in power distribution in the form of
EV group [13,14]. Therefore, with the popularity of EV, due to its mobile storage and transferable load
characteristics, the large-scale EV will play an important role in grid operation.

However, there are relatively few researches on the scheduling problem of VPP or ADN with
EV and distributed new energy. Aiming at the problem of VPP bidding strategy with large-scale EV,
a robust scheduling model of VPP joint bidding in day-ahead energy market was established [15].
Considering the impact of VPP on the environment, a multi-objective VPP scheduling model with EV
participation was established by Arslan et al. [16]. Moreover, Shaaban et al. studied the coordinated
charging and discharging problem of AC/DC hybrid distribution network with EV [17]. Therefore,
if DER and large-scale EV are connected to the active distribution system in the form of virtual power
plants, they will carry out energy interaction with the distribution network according to their respective
interests. This will break through the traditional mode of operation and management, and bring new
challenges to the safe and economic operation of power distribution system.
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In the environment of active distribution system with multi VPP in electricity market, ADN, and
VPP agents have the characteristics of decentralization and autonomy, thus, the traditional centralized
operation and management mode will no longer be applicable. However, the decentralized modeling
method can model ADN and VPP as different stakeholders, which is more realistic. Lagrange relaxation
method [18,19] is the most widely used decentralized scheduling method at present, while augmented
Lagrange function method [20,21] improves the convergence performance by adding the boundary
coupling constraint quadratic term. The augmented Lagrange function method mainly includes
the auxiliary problem principle method [20] and the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [21]. Zhang et al. presented a decentralized scheduling method for micro-grid based on
ADMM, but it requires the participation of higher-level coordinators [22]. In contrast, synchronous
ADMM (SADMM) only needs to exchange information between adjacent regions in iteration instead
of a higher-level coordinator. Therefore, all stakeholders can achieve completely decentralized
autonomy [23]. Furthermore, Erseghe proposed a decentralized optimal power flow method for
transmission networks based on SADMM [24]. However, there are few studies on decentralized
scheduling models for active power distribution systems with multi VPP.

In this paper, distributed generators and large-scale EV were integrated by virtual power plants
in distribution network to realize the coordination and complementarity of multiple distributed energy
sources and the overall optimization. After that, a decentralized cooperative scheduling model of active
distribution system with multiple virtual power plants was established based on the synchronous
alternating direction multiplier method. Then, interactive power was taken as a decoupling variable
to decouple the optimization model of virtual power plants and active distribution network. While
ensuring the privacy of all stakeholders, the global energy optimization management and decentralized
autonomy of the entire distribution system can be achieved.

1.3. Contributions

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) At present, the application of SADMM in power system optimal operation is few. Aiming at
solving distributed day ahead scheduling problem, the SADMM was used in the distributed active
distribution system with multiple VPPs. On the premise of autonomous energy management of
ADN and VPPs, decoupling the optimization models of virtual power plants and distribution
networks without the participation of central coordinators was realized to achieve fully
decentralized optimization. Compared with the traditional centralized optimization methods,
the method proposed in this paper has good convergence performance. It can achieve the
scheduling independence of each agent, protect the data privacy of each agent, and is more
suitable for the environment of the power market.

(2) This paper integrated distributed energy and large-scale EVs in distribution network through
VPP cluster, and adopts two-stage stochastic optimization method including pre-scheduling stage
and re-scheduling stage to deal with the stochastic uncertainty of distributed wind and light
outputs, so as to realize the collaborative complementarity and overall optimization of the whole
distribution system. Compared with the independent optimization mode of distributed energy
and EV and the traditional deterministic scheduling method without considering the uncertainty
of wind and light, the model in this paper can make full use of the advanced coordinated control
technology of VPP to aggregate the distributed energy and EV groups. Furthermore, it can make
full use of the mobile energy storage characteristics of EVs, then the adverse effects of disorderly
charging and discharging of EVs and uncertainties of distributed wind and light power outputs
on dispatching operation of active distribution network were alleviated.

(3) The simulation results showed that the proposed decentralized optimization method based on
SADMM has good convergence performance, it can converge to almost the same running cost as
centralized optimization by 16 iterations. When the discharge loss cost of power battery is high,
VPP will not reduce the operation cost because of V2G reverse discharge of EV. However, under
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the incentive of electricity price policy, the EV charging load during peak load period is transferred
to the low load valley to charge, which effectively reduces the operation cost and peak–valley
load difference. The proposed two-stage stochastic optimization method can ensure that the
day-ahead scheduling plan can be transferred to various error conditions smoothly. Although the
operation cost has increased, it can effectively deal with the uncertainty of distributed scenery.

1.4. Organization

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. The scheduling model of active distribution
system with multi virtual power plants are presented in Section 2. Section 3 proposes the distributed
collaborative model based on SADMM. The simulations are described in Section 4, and the conclusions
follow in Section 5.

2. Scheduling Model of Active Distribution System with Multi Virtual Power Plants

In this paper, considering the advanced coordinated control technology of VPP, VPP aggregate
with large-scale EV and DER was utilized to participate in the economic operation of ADN. VPP
would provide subsidies to EV users to encourage more EV registrations as schedulable VPP with dual
functions of serving EV users’ distribution networks. Load forecasting, distributed new energy output
forecasting, and EV centralized controller charging and discharging power were integrated by VPP to
optimize scheduling. Then, a power generation plan, a EV charging and discharging plan and a power
exchange plan with the distribution network were formulated.

For active distribution systems with multiple VPP, geographically close DER and load interact
with the distribution network in the form of VPP, which coordinate the power interaction with
the distribution network by arranging the DER output plan rationally. Therefore, each VPP and
distribution network will act as different stakeholders, have different optimization objectives, and
realize coupling operation through power interaction on the tie line. About the research objects of
this paper, the active distribution network is a radial network, including conventional load, diesel
generator (DG), and static var compensator (SVC). Moreover, the virtual power plant is composed of
conventional load, photo voltaic photo voltaic (PV), wind turbine (WT), micro turbine (MT), and EV
groups. EV is controlled by charging and discharging facilities to play its auxiliary energy storage role
and help solve the uncertainty of the output of distributed PV and wind energy.

The centralized controller in VPP is the interface between EV and distribution network, which
is able to serve EV users and distribution network. VPP coordinated control center integrates load
forecasting, distributed new energy output forecasting, and optimal dispatching of charging and
discharging power of EV centralized controller. Then the generation plan of generator set, charging
and discharging plan of EV centralized controller and power exchange plan with distribution network
were formulated. The dispatching instructions issued by the control center can charge and discharge the
dispatchable EVs in an orderly manner, so as to overcome the adverse effects of the disorderly charging
and discharging of large-scale EVs on the economic operation of the ADN. For the dispatchable EV
in EV agent, it must be connected to the charging pile under the jurisdiction of the VPP centralized
controller within the agreed time period, and the dispatching arrangement of the VPP is obeyed.
The interaction framework of VPPs and ADN is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1. Active Distribution Network Scheduling Model

2.1.1. Objective Function

The optimization objective of ADN is to minimize the sum of the generation cost of DG, the power
interaction cost with each VPP and the ADN loss cost.

min ∑
t∈T

[
∑

g∈ΩDG

(
cDGPDG

gt + cSUvDG
gt

)
+ ∑

j∈ΩN
∑

i∈e(j)
closs

t rijLijt

+ ∑
k∈ΩVPP

(
ctP

ADN
kt

)] (1)

where ct, cDG, cSU , and closs
t respectively denote market price, operation and maintenance cost of DG

and startup cost and network loss cost of DG. PDG
gt and vDG

gt respectively denote the output and starting

action of DG. ΩN , ΩDG, and ΩVPP respectively denote the set of internal nodes in the distribution
network, the set of DG nodes and the set of VPP nodes. PADN

kt is the active interaction power between
distribution network and VPP, while electricity purchase is positive and electricity sales is negative. rij
is the three-phase resistance for branch ij. Lijt is the square of the current amplitude of the branch ij.
e(j) is the branch end node set with j as the terminal node.

2.1.2. Constraints

(1) Constraints of DG outputs limitation
−ugtRDDG

g ≤ PDG
gt − PDG

gt−1 ≤ ugt−1RUDG
g

ugtPDG
g ≤ PDG

gt ≤ ugtP
DG
g

QDG
gt = PDG

gt tan ϕ

(2)

(2) Constraints of DG start/stop state and start/stop action

(
Ton

gt−1 − Ton
g

)(
ugt−1 − ugt

)
≥ 0(

To f f
gt−1 − To f f

g

)(
ugt−1 − ugt

)
≥ 0

vgt − ygt = ugt − ugt−1

vgt + ygt ≤ 1

(3)
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(3) Constraints of SVC operation

−QSVC
i ≤ QSVC

it ≤ QSVC
i (4)

(4) Constraints of node voltage safety{
Vre f (1− ε) ≤ Vit ≤ Vre f (1 + ε)

V2t = Vre f (5)

(5) Constraints of interaction power among tie lines of VPP

PADN
it = PADN,buy

it − PADN,sell
it

0 ≤ PADN,buy
it ≤ PADN

i α
buy
it

0 ≤ PADN,sell
it ≤ PADN

i αsell
it

α
buy
it + αsell

it ≤ 1

−QADN
i ≤ QADN

it ≤ QADN
i

(6)

(6) Constraints of branch network load flow

Active power and reactive power are coupled in distribution network. Active and reactive power
flow will affect line loss and voltage quality. In this paper, branch power flow model of distribution
network was used to describe branch power flow of ADN.

∑
i∈e(j)

(
Pijt −

(
Pijt
)2

+
(
Qijt

)2

(Vit)
2 rij

)
= Pjt + ∑

k∈ f (j)
Pjkt (7)

∑
i∈e(j)

(
Qijt −

(
Pijt
)2

+
(
Qijt

)2

(Vit)
2 xij

)
= Qjt + ∑

k∈ f (j)
Qjkt (8)

(Vit)
2 =

(
Vjt
)2

+ 2
(
rijPijt + xijQijt

)
−
[(

rij
)2

+
(
xij
)2
] (Pijt

)2
+
(
Qijt

)2

(Vit)
2 (9)

Pjt =

{
PADN,L

jt − PDG
jt , j /∈ ΩVPP

PADN,L
jt − PDG

jt − PADN
jt , j ∈ ΩVPP (10)

Qjt =

{
QADN,L

jt −QMT
jt , j /∈ ΩVPP

QADN,L
jt −QDG

jt −QADN
jt , j ∈ ΩVPP (11)

Considering the nonconvexity of constraints (7)–(9), it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution
and the efficiency is low, so SOC relaxation technique [5] was adopted to solve this problem. Then,
the square Uit of node voltage amplitude and the square Lijt of branch current amplitude are defined
in Equation (12).  Uit = (Vit)

2

Lijt =
(Pijt)

2
+(Qijt)

2

(Vit)
2

(12)

According to [5], Equation (12) can be transformed into Equation (13)

Lijt ≥
(

Pijt
)2

+
(
Qijt

)2

Uit
(13)
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Then, Equation (13) is written as a standard two order cone as Equation (14).

‖2Pijt 2Qijt Lijt −Uit‖T
2 ≤ Lijt + Uit (14)

Therefore, branch flow constraints (7)–(9) can be deformed into Equation (15)

∑
i∈u(j)

(
Pijt − Lijtrij

)
= Pjt + ∑

k∈v(j)
Pjkt

∑
i∈u(j)

(
Qijt − Lijtxij

)
= Qjt + ∑

k∈v(j)
Qjkt

Uit = Ujt + 2
(
rijPijt + xijQijt

)
−
[(

rij
)2

+
(
xij
)2
]

Lijt

‖2Pijt 2Qijt Lijt −Uit‖T
2 ≤ Lijt + Uit

(15)

where xij is the three-phase reactance of branch ij. Vre f is the reference value of node voltage. Pijt and
Qijt respectively denote the three phase active and reactive power flows from node i to node j. PADN,L

jt

and QADN,L
jt respectively denote the active and reactive load of node j. f (j) is the branch terminal

node set with j as the leading end node.αbuy
it and αsell

it are the 0 1 variables. ϕ is power factor angle.

QADN
jt is the reactive power interaction between distribution network and VPP. PADN,buy

it and PADN,sell
it

respectively denote the purchase and sale of electricity from VPP. PADN
i and QADN

i respectively denote
the active power limits and reactive power limits of the distribution network to VPP. QDG

gt is the

DG reactive power outputs. ε is the allowable deviation percentage of node voltage. PDG
g and PDG

g

respectively denote the upper and lower limits of DG. Ton
g and To f f

g respectively denote the minimum
boot time and minimum shutdown time of DG. RUDG

g and RDDG
g respectively denote the climbing

and landslide rates of DG. QSVC
it and QSVC

i respectively denote regulated power and maximum power

of SVC. ugt is start stop state of DG and ygt is shutdown action identification of DG. Ton
gt−1 and To f f

gt−1
respectively denote the continuous boot time and continuous shutdown time from DG to time t − 1.

2.2. Two-Stage Stochastic Schedule Model for Virtual Power Plant

VPP coordinates the distribution of internal DER outputs to meet the load demand inside and
maintain firm outputs. However, the distributed new energy outputs in the VPP is highly uncertain,
which leads to some deviation between the scheduling plan formulated by the VPP and the actual
operation. Therefore, when formulating a scheduling plan, VPP should take full account of the
uncertainty of distributed new energy outputs. In addition, when the number of schedulable EVs in
the EV centralized controller is large, the problem of dimensionality disaster will occur when a single
EV is used as the scheduling object. Therefore, the EV centralized controller is considered as an EV
agent to participate in the scheduling operation.

The established two-stage VPP stochastic scheduling model consists of pre-scheduling stage
and prescheduling stage. The prescheduling stage is used to arrange the charging and discharging
plan of EV agent and the base point of the outputs plan of MT. The decision-making results of
the prescheduling stage are suitable for all PV and wind energy outputs in the rescheduling stage.
The rescheduling stage is used to adjust the reserve resources of MT to cope with the uncertainty of PV
and wind energy. The decision result of the rescheduling stage is the decision of all real-time operation
scenarios based on the decision of the prescheduling stage, which is used to correct the imbalance of
supply and demand in the real-time operation scenario. In the prescheduling stage, the PV and wind
energy outputs—which may appear in the real-time operation—had been considered. By optimizing
the MT outputs adjustment in the rescheduling stage, the PV and wind energy outputs which can be
realized in any set are guaranteed to meet the safe and stable operation requirements of VPP.
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2.2.1. Objective Function

The operation cost of VPP is composed of prescheduling stage cost and rescheduling stage cost.
Prescheduling cost includes penalty cost for abandoning PV and wind energy, MT generation cost,
purchase and sale cost from distribution network, and the owners’ battery loss cost which compensated
by V2G services. The cost of rescheduling is adjustment expenses of MT outputs.

min ∑
t∈T

[
cPV
(

PPV
it − PPV

it

)
+ cWT

(
PWT

it − PWT
it

)
+ cMT PMT

it

+ctP
VPP
it + cV2G

t PEV,dis
it + ∑

s∈S
ρscadj

∣∣rU
ist − rD

ist

∣∣] (16)

where cMT , cV2G
t , cWT , cPV , and cadj respectively denote operation and maintenance cost of MT, service

compensation cost of V2G, punishment cost of abandoning wind, punishment cost of abandoning light,
adjustment cost of MT outputs. S is the total number of PV and wind energy. rU

ist and rD
ist respectively

denote positive reserve adjustment and negative reserve adjustment of MT in VPP i under condition s.
ρs is the implementation probability of condition s. PPV

it and PWT
it respectively denote the active power

prediction value of PV and WT. PEV,dis
it is the power of V2G service provided by EV agent. PMT

it is the
outputs of MT. PVPP

it is the interaction power between VPP i and distribution network, the electricity
purchase is positive while the sale of electricity is negative.

2.2.2. Constraint Conditions in Prescheduling Phase

(1) Restriction constraint of EV agent charging and discharging power

PEV
it = PEV,ch

it − PEV,dis
it

0 ≤ PEV,dis
it ≤ PEV,dis

i βdis
it

0 ≤ PEV,ch
it ≤ PEV,ch

i βch
it

βdis
it + βch

it ≤ 1

(17)

(2) Restriction constraint of EV agent residual power

Eit+1 = Eit + PEV,ch
it ηch∆t− PEV,dis

it
ηdis ∆t

Ei ≤ Eit ≤ Ei

Ei − Eit ≥ PEV,ch
it ηch∆t

Eit ≥
PEV,dis

it
ηdis ∆t

(18)

(3) Constraint of VPP power balance{
PMT

it + PPV
it + PWT

it + PVPP
it − PEV

it = PVPP,L
it

QMT
it + QPV

it + QWT
it + QVPP

it = QVPP,L
it

(19)

(4) Restriction constraint of MT outputs

RDMT
i ≤ PMT

it − PMT
it−1 ≤ RUMT

i

PMT
i ≤ PMT

it ≤ PMT
i

QMT
it = PMT

it tan ϕ

PMT
it + RU

it ≤ PMT
i

PMT
it − RD

it ≥ PMT
i

(20)
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(5) Restriction constraint of PV outputs{
0 ≤ PPV

it ≤ PPV
it

QPV
it = PPV

it tan ϕ
(21)

The interaction power constraint with ADN is similar to Equation (6), and WT output constraint
is similar to PV. There is no need to repeat.

Where PMT
it , PPV

it , PWT
it and PVPP

it respectively denote active power of MT, active outputs of PV,
active output of WT and interaction active power between VPP i and ADN. QMT

it , QPV
it , QWT

it and QVPP
it

respectively denote reactive power of MT reactive power output of PV, reactive power outputs of WT
and reactive power interaction between VPP i and ADN. βdis

it and βch
it are 01 variables. ηch and ηdis

respectively denote charging and discharging efficiency of EV agents. Pdis
i and Pch

i respectively denote
maximum charging and discharging power of EV agents. Ei and Ei respectively denote minimum and
maximum power limits for EV agents. Eit is the power of EV agents. PVPP,L

it and QVPP,L
it respectively

denote the active load and reactive load values of VPP i. PMT
i and PMT

i respectively denote the
upper and lower limited outputs of MT. RUMT

i and RDMT
i respectively denote the climbing speed

and landslide rate of MT. RU
it and RD

it respectively denote the positive reserve and negative reserve
regulation of MT.

2.2.3. Constraints of Rescheduling Phase

(1) Restriction constraint of PV output conditions{
0 ≤ PPV

ist ≤ PPV
ist

QPV
ist = PPV

ist tan ϕ
(22)

(2) Constraint of MT climbing speed and landslide speed

RDMT
i ≤ PMT

ist − PMT
ist−1 ≤ RUMT

i (23)

(3) Constraint of the two-stage correlation

Two-stage correlation constraints represent the relationship between the scenario value of MT
outputs in the rescheduling phase and the planned outputs base value and standby value of MT in the
prescheduling phase, as shown in Equation (24).

PMT
ist = PMT

it + rU
ist − rD

ist

0 ≤ rU
ist ≤ RU

it

0 ≤ rD
ist ≤ RD

it

(24)

where PMT
ist and PPV

ist respectively denote the active output of MT and the active output of PV under
the conditions.

The WT scenario constraint is similar to PV, there is no need to repeat.

2.2.4. Boundary Coupling Characteristics between Virtual Power Plant and Active
Distribution Network

The interaction power between ADN and VPP should be kept equal to represent the consistency
of the whole interconnected system, so as to ensure the feasibility of the scheduling solution of the
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whole active distribution system with multiple VPP. The boundary coupling characteristic equation is
shown in Equation (25). {

PADN
it + PVPP

it = 0

QADN
it + QVPP

it = 0, ∀i ∈ ΩVPP, ∀t
(25)

3. Distributed Collaborative Model Based on SADMM

Under the background of power market, the scheduling participants of VPP and ADN in active
distribution system with multiple VPPs belong to different stakeholders. Traditional centralized
dispatching is no longer applicable. Therefore, decentralized collaborative model is needed to solve
the problem in order to coordinate the interests of each stakeholder.

3.1. Basic Principles of Standard ADMM Algorithm

For an active distribution system with a VPP, its standard ADMM form can be expressed as
Equation (26). {

min F1(x1) + F2(x2)

s.t. Ax1 = Bx2
(26)

where F1 and F2 respectively denote objective function of VPP and ADN. A and B respectively denote
the coupling coefficient matrix of VPP and ADN.

To solve the optimization problem iteratively, the newest value of ADN optimization is substituted
into VPP and the multiplier vector λ is updated by the upper coordinator. The τ + 1 iteration process
can be expressed in Equation (27).

xτ+1
1 = argmin[F1(x1) + (λτ)T(Ax1 − Bxτ

2)+
β
2 ‖Ax1 − Bxτ

2‖
2
]

xτ+1
2 = argmin[F2(x2) + (λτ)T

(
Axτ+1

1 − Bx2

)
+

β
2 ‖Axτ+1

1 − Bx2‖
2]

λτ+1 = λτ + β
(

Axτ+1
1 − Bxτ+1

2

)
(27)

where the first and second is the update formula of the internal variable. The third formula is the
renewal formula of multiplier vectors, and β is a larger positive number.

3.2. The Basic Principle of SADMM Algorithm

Based on the above, the first and second terms of the augmented Lagrange function can be derived
in Equation (28).

(λτ)T (Ax1 − Bxτ
2
)
+ β

2 ‖Ax1 − Bxτ
2‖

2 =

β
2 ‖Ax1 − Bxτ

2 +
1
β λτ‖2 − 1

2β‖λ
τ‖2 (28)

where 1
2β‖λ

τ‖2 is constant and can be omitted. Set µτ = 1
βλ

τ , then the Equation (28) can be changed
into Equation (29). 

xτ+1
1 = argmin

[
F1(x1 +

β
2 ‖Ax1 − Bxτ

2 + µτ‖2)
]

xτ+1
2 = argmin

[
F2(x2) +

β
2 ‖Axτ+1

1 − Bx2 + µτ‖2]
µτ+1 = µτ +

(
Axτ+1

1 − Bxτ+1
2

) (29)

Then the average value of the boundary coupling variables which correspond to the last iteration
result of VPP and ADN optimization problems is obtained.

xτ
F1 = xτ

F2 =
Axτ

1 + Bxτ
2

2
(30)
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Substituting Equation (30) in Equation (29).

xτ+1
1 = argmin

[
F1(x1) +

β
2 ‖Ax1 − xτ

F1 + µτ
1‖

2
]

µτ+1
1 = µτ

1 +
(

Axτ+1
1 − xτ+1

F2

)
xτ+1

2 = argmin
[
F2(x2) +

β
2 ‖Bx2 − xτ

F2 + µτ
2‖

2
]

µτ+1
2 = µτ

2 +
(

Bxτ+1
2 − xτ+1

F1

) (31)

The penalty term is the deviation between the interaction power of VPP and ADN and the optimal
average value of the last boundary node in all VPP and ADN. As the iteration proceeds, the interactive
power gradually tends to the last value, and finally the interactive power of all tie lines is consistent in
each VPP and ADN. In SADMM-based decentralized optimization, the iterative variables of each VPP
and ADN can be calculated independently without central coordinator and can be implemented in
parallel. Detailed proof of convergence is detailed in [24].

3.3. The Solving Process

Based on the ADMM algorithm, each VPP and ADN agent respectively solves their economic
scheduling plans until the convergence conditions shown in Equation (32) are satisfied.{ ∣∣PADN

it (τ + 1) + PVPP
it (τ)

∣∣ ≤ ζ∣∣QADN
it (τ + 1) + QVPP

it (τ)
∣∣ ≤ ζ

, ∀i ∈ ΩVPP, ∀t (32)

where ζ is the convergence precision.
The steps of solving the model are as follows:

(1) Set the iteration number τ = 1, initialize the algorithm parameters of SADMM.
(2) Independently solve the ADN and VPP economic dispatch models in a decentralized manner.
(3) To judge whether Equation (32) is satisfied, if yes, the iteration ends, or continue the next step.
(4) τ = τ + 1, update the tie line interaction power according to the Equations (30) and (31), and

turn to step (2).

4. Example Analysis

The decentralized cooperative scheduling model of active distribution system with multiple
VPPs is solved in a PC of which CPU is Intel core i5-8250U and memory is 8 GB. The test platform is
MATLAB R20115a and the solver is Guribo 8.0.

4.1. Basic Data

An active distribution system with three VPPs is constructed by connecting one VPP to the nodes
13, 22, and 31 of the IEEE 33 node distribution network and named VPP 1, VPP 2, and VPP 3 respectively.
Each VPP contains 1 EV agents, MT, PV, and WT. Three DG are connected to nodes 7, 12 and 27 of
the ADN, and three SVC are connected to nodes 4, 14, and 30 of the ADN respectively, as shown in
Figure 2. Assuming that PV or WT in three VPP have the same predictive power, the predictive errors
of PV and WT obey the normal distribution with the standard deviation of 20% of the predictive value.
The predictive power and output interval of each PV and WT are shown in Figure 3. The combination
of 10 PV and WT output conditions generated in this interval is also shown in Figure 3, and each
scenario combination has the same probability of occurrence. The market electricity price and the
total active load of ADN refer to [25]. The load of 3 VPP is ADN total load one-third. Assuming
that the power factor of each node is fixed, the reactive load of ADN node and three VPP can be
obtained by the power factor of each node. The network loss cost coefficient is the same as the market
price. The reference value of network node voltage is 12.66 kV. The allowable voltage deviation
ratio is 0.05 p.u. The upper limit of active and reactive power between VPP and ADN is 1 MW and
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1 Mvar. Suppose that the upper charge limit of a single EV is 20 kWh, the lower discharge limit is
4 kWh, the maximum charge-discharge power is 5 kW, and the charge–discharge efficiency is 90%.
The number of registered schedulable EVs in VPP 1, VPP 2, and VPP 3 is 50, 75, and 100 respectively,
and it is assumed that the registered EVs are subject to scheduling arrangements. The MT, PV, and
WT characteristics of each VPP are the same. The rated capacities of MT, PV, and WT are 600 kW, and
the power factor is cos ϕ = 0.95. The DG rated capacity of ADN is 1000 kW, the minimum startup and
shutdown time is 3 h, and the compensation range of SVC is [−1, 1] Mvar. The slope climbing and
landslide rates of MT and DG in VPP and ADN are 30% of the rated capacity, and the operation and
maintenance costs are 0.04 USD/kW, and the penalty cost of abandoning scenery is 0.04 USD/kW. MT
output adjustment cost is 0.06$/kW, EV provides V2G services with a compensation price of 0.1$/kW.
The convergence coefficient of SADMM algorithm is 0.01, and the initial values of active and reactive
power transmitted between VPP and ADN are 0, β = 30,000.
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4.2. Result Analysis

The influence of the traditional day-ahead scheduling method without considering the uncertainty
of the PV and wind energy and the two-stage stochastic scheduling method with the uncertainty of
the scenery were analyzed. The results were compared as shown in Table 1 and Figure 4. As shown
in Table 1, the total operation cost of traditional day-ahead scheduling without considering the
stochasticity of scenery is less than that of two-stage stochastic scheduling method. This is because the
two-stage stochastic scheduling considers the revision of the day-ahead scheduling plan corresponding
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to the predicted scenario in the prescheduling by the error scenario in the rescheduling process, which
increases the running cost. However, it can ensure that the day-ahead scheduling plan can be smoothly
transferred to various error scenarios, that is, two-stage stochastic scheduling can make decisions
before uncertainty occurs. Moreover, the decision-making process incorporates the consideration of
uncertainties, which can consider whether the optimization problem still has a feasible solution after
the uncertainties are realized.

Table 1. Impact of different dispatch approaches on the operating costs

Scheduling Methods Prescheduling Cost/$ Rescheduling Cost/$ Total Cost/$

Deterministic day ahead scheduling 2118 0 2118
Two-stage stochastic scheduling 2079 282 2361Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 19 
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As can be seen in Figure 4, in most scheduling times, VPP purchases more electricity from ADN
than without considering the uncertainty of wind and light. The electricity sales to ADN are less
than those without considering the uncertainty of wind and light. It shows that the controllable
power generation in VPP will be reduced when the uncertainty of wind power is considered, and
the electricity purchased from ADN will be increased to cope with the uncertainty of wind and light.
That is to say, two-stage stochastic scheduling will sacrifice part of the operating economy to improve
the ability to deal with stochastic wind and light, so it has higher operational security. In the two-stage
scheduling stage, the scenario of possible errors in the real time operation stage has been considered in
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the prescheduling stage. By optimizing the adjustable outputs of controllable power supply in the
rescheduling stage, any possible wind and light condition in the error condition set can be guaranteed
to meet the operation requirements.

The charging and discharging power of EV intelligent agent is shown in Figure 5. The charging
power of EV agents are mainly affected by the electricity price. In the period of low market price, which
is also the period of large WT output, each VPP will purchase electricity from ADN to supply load
demand while charging EV. When the compensation cost of V2G service provided by VPP is 0.1 $/kW,
which means the compensation cost of V2G service is higher than the market price at any time, then
EV only participates in the V2G reverse discharge in 18–20 period. Because of the high load in the
VPP and ADN, the controllable power supply cannot increase its output due to its output limitation,
and the total output of the wind and light in this period is the least time of the day. Therefore, VPP
will transfer EV with higher cost of V2G service to reverse discharge, and help meet the higher load
requirements in the system and avoid load shedding. In other words, when the discharge loss cost of
power battery is high, VPP will not reduce its operation cost because of the V2G reverse discharge of
EV. However, with the advancement and development of battery technology, the compensation cost of
V2G service provided by VPP will also be reduced when the loss cost of power battery is significantly
reduced. Moreover, in the peak load period with high electricity price, the V2G reverse discharge
from the EV agent to the VPP will increase, that can reduce the power purchasing from the VPP to
the distribution network in the period of high electricity price, and reduce the operation cost of the
VPP. In addition, although under the current V2G service compensation cost, EV almost does not
carry out V2G reverse discharge but participate in system balance only as a similar reserve resource.
However, under the incentive of electricity price policy, the EV charging load during peak load period
is transferred to the low load period, which makes full use of the low price during the low load period.
It also reduced the high price of VPP in the peak load period, and can effectively reduce the operation
cost and load peak–valley difference of VPP and ADN.
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Figure 5. The charge–discharge power of EV agent.

The node voltage level in the ADN area is shown in Figure 6. Since this paper supposed that
node 2 is the reference node, the voltage of node 2 remains at 12.66 kV. When the regional load level
is relatively low, the node voltage is on the high side, which will make the voltage difference of the
network larger. However, the voltage level of each node is kept in the safe operation range of (0.95, 1.05)
p.u., so that the whole system can operate safely.
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Taking the typical time periods 3, 9, 15, and 20 as examples, the convergence performance of the
dispatching method that proposed in this paper was analyzed. Active power interaction between ADN
and VPP converged after 16 iterations, as shown in Figure 7. The total operation cost of traditional
centralized two-stage stochastic scheduling was compared with that of decentralized two-stage
stochastic scheduling, as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the total operation cost of centralized
two-stage stochastic scheduling is 2303$. After 16 iterations, the total cost of decentralized two-stage
stochastic scheduling converges to 2361$. This shows that the calculation effect of decentralized
two-stage stochastic optimization based on ADMM is very close to centralized optimization and can
converge after finite iterations.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 19 
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In order to verify the effectiveness of the decentralized two-stage stochastic optimization model
for active distribution systems with multi-virtual power plants proposed in this paper, the following
four comparison situations are set up.

Case 1: Without considering the stochastic uncertainty of distributed wind and light power
output, the traditional centralized scheduling method is used to solve the problem.

Case 2: Considering the stochastic uncertainty of distributed wind and light power output,
the traditional centralized scheduling method is used to solve the problem.

Case 3: Regardless of the stochastic uncertainty of distributed wind and light power output,
a distributed scheduling method based on ADMM is adopted to solve the problem.

Case 4: Considering the stochastic uncertainties of distributed wind and light power output,
a distributed scheduling method based on ADMM is adopted to solve the problem, i.e., the two-stage
stochastic optimization method proposed in this paper.

The results of the four cases are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparisons of four typical cases

Case Model Algorithm Total Generation
Cost ($) Iterations Calculation

Time (s)

1 Deterministic Centralized 2287 1 3.5
2 Two-stage stochastic Centralized 2303 1 20.6
3 Deterministic Decentralized 2336 14 102.7
4 Two-stage stochastic Decentralized 2361 16 192.4

For centralized and decentralized optimization results, the total cost of case 3 is only 49 $ more than
case 1, and the total cost of case 4 is only 58 $ more than case 2. It shows that the results of decentralized
optimization are very close to those of centralized optimization, that is, the decentralized optimization
in this paper can converge to the global optimal solution after finite iterations. The computation time
of case 3 and case 4 is larger than case 1 and case 2. However, it needs to be pointed out that the
model in this paper is to perform computational tasks on a single computer, and the decentralized
optimization algorithm is not used to improve the computational speed, but to achieve the scheduling
independence of ADN and VPPs, protect the data privacy of each agent, and more suitable for the
future power market environment. In addition, when the proposed decentralized optimization method
is applied in practice, the generation planning of each dispatching agent will be carried out separately
by computers distributed in different geographical locations, and the computing speed advantage of
decentralized optimization will gradually be reflected.

For the two-stage stochastic optimization model considering the stochastic uncertainty of
distributed wind and light power output and the traditional deterministic model without considering
the stochastic uncertainty of wind and light power output, the total cost of case 4 was 1.1% more than
case 3, and the total cost of case 2 was 0.7% more than case 1. This showed that the total operating
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cost of the system was greater than that of the system without considering the stochastic wind and
light power output when considering the influence of the stochastic distributed wind and light power
output on the power generation plan in the model. The reason was that when considering the stochastic
uncertainty of wind power output, the error scenario of the second stage will correct the MT output
plan obtained in the first stage, resulting in an increase in total operating costs. In the first stage
scheduling, wind and light output scenarios that have been considered in the real-time operation
stage have been considered. By optimizing the output adjustment of the second stage micro-gas
turbine, it ensured that any possibility in the error situation set can meet the requirements. Then the
first day scheduling plan can be transferred to the error situation smoothly. In addition, case 2 and
case 4, which considered the randomness of wind power output, were much longer than case 1 and
case 3, which did not consider the randomness of wind power output. This is because the situations
considering the randomness of wind power include the calculation of 10 error situations, resulting in a
significant increase in computing time, and the greater the number of error situations, the higher the
computational complexity.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a decentralized two-stage stochastic dispatching method for active
distribution system with multiple VPPs based on the SADMM algorithm. The main bodies of VPPs
interact with the upper distribution network by aggregating distributed energy and large-scale EVs
within their jurisdiction. Without the participation of the central coordinator, the decentralized
optimization was realized on the premise of autonomous energy management of active distribution
network and VPPs. Then a two-stage stochastic optimization method including pre-scheduling stage
and re-scheduling stage was adopted to deal with the uncertainty of wind and light output, and
to reduce its adverse impact on the economic operation of the system. The proposed decentralized
optimization method can realize the decentralized autonomy of dispatching agents and has good
convergence performance. By aggregating distributed energy sources and EVs in VPPs, the adverse
effects of disorderly charging and discharging of EVs and uncertainties of distributed wind and light
power output on active distribution network dispatching and operation can be effectively alleviated.

For the next research plan, the following two aspects are mainly carried out:
Firstly, the uncertainties of charging and discharging behavior of EVs were not considered in

this paper. With the large-scale network entry of EV, how to effectively deal with the uncertainties of
charging and discharging behavior of EV will be of great significance.

Secondly, this paper studied a decentralized day-ahead scheduling method based on synchronous
alternating direction multiplier method. How to enhance the convergence performance and computing
speed of the algorithm as much as possible and further apply it to real-time operation conditions of
power systems will become the future research direction.
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